CARPIO, ET AL. V. ANTI-TERRORISM COUNCIL, ET AL.
PETITIONER
Antonio T.
Carpio

BACKGROUND
RIGHTS VIOLATED
Freedom of Speech
Petitioner Carpio is a retired Senior
Associate Justice of this Honorable Court
• Petitioner Carpio has been very vocal of his
who, at times, presided over the bench as
impassioned activism against the Duterte
Acting Chief Justice. He is also a member
Administration’s handling of the West Philippine Sea
of the Philippine bar, an advocate of civil
dispute. 1
and political rights, and a noted scholar
• Petitioner Carpio has been the subject of conspiracy
on the Philippines’ maritime rights over
theories—forwarded by the House Representative
the West Philippine Sea. Prior to his
Paolo Duterte no less—accusing him of participation in
appointment as Associate Justice of this
a plot to oust the President. 2
Honorable Court, he also served as Chief
• National Security Adviser and respondent Hermogenes
Presidential Legal Counsel in the Office
Esperon—who is himself a member of the the Antiof the President.
Terrorism Council—has even described Petitioner
Carpio as a warmonger with respect to the maritime
dispute. 3
• Petitioner Carpio’s outspoken and critical nature
against the Administration directly exposes him to the
teeth of Section 8 of the Anti-Terrorism Law on Inciting
to Terrorism and Section 4(c) on “extensive
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Conchita Carpio Petitioner Carpio Morales is likewise a
Morales
former Associate Justice of this Honorable
Court, having retired in 2011 to serve as
the Ombudsman of the Philippines until
2018. She is a member of the Philippine
bar and a staunch advocate of the rule of
law.
.

interference” with “critical infrastructure” intended to
“provoke or influence” the government to take
particular action.4
Freedom of Speech
• Petitioner Carpio Morales recently filed a complaint
before the International Criminal Court against People’s
Republic of China (“PROC”) President Xi Jinping.5
• President Duterte himself has claimed that Petitioner
Carpio Morales’ actions has resulted in strained
tensions with the PROC and in turn blamed her for any
possible violence that may erupt should the PROC be
provoked into so doing. He also did not mince words in
labelling Petitioner Carpio Morales a “spokesman of the
criminals.”6
• Petitioner Carpio Morales’ actions bring her possibly
within the purview of Section 4 (c) in that it may be
construed as “extensive interference” with “critical
infrastructures” meant to destabilize “fundamental
political structures.” 7
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Jay L.
Batongbacal

Dante B.
Gatmaytan

Freedom of Speech
Petitioner Batongbacal is currently the
Associate Dean of the University of the
• As a maritime law expert, Petitioner Batongbacal’s
Philippines College of Law (“UP Law”)
opinions on the West Philippine Sea dispute has often
and the Director of the UP Institute for
been sought by news outlets. In these opinions,
Maritime Affairs and the Law of the Sea.
Petitioner Batongbacal has been openly critical of the
He is also a member of the Philippine bar
Administration’s handling of the issue, stating that the
and a regular member of the UP Law
Philippines has lost some credibility as a result.8
faculty.
• Presidential Spokesperson Harry Roque as a result has
likewise referred to him as a warmonger for tempting
war with the PROC. 9
Freedom of Speech
Petitioner Gatmaytan is an Associate
Professor at UP Law and the Director of
• Petitioner Gatmaytan has been critical of the Duterte
the UP Institute for the Administration of
Administration’s policies and as has even gone as far as
Justice. He is a member of the Philippine
implying that not all of his orders should be followed.10
bar and a notable scholar in the realm of
Academic Freedom
Political and Constitutional law, having
authored several articles for numerous
• As a law professor, he encourages critical thinking
publications.
among his students even if it means questioning the
propriety of certain laws and governmental policies.11
• This approach to teaching can easily be misconstrued as
a violation of Section 10 (d) of the law which penalizes
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Theodore O. Te

Petitioner Te is a former Spokesperson of
this Honorable Court. As a professor of
law, he teaches criminal law at UP Law, as
well as at the Ateneo De Manila
University College of Law and the De La
Salle University College of Law (“DLSU
Law”). He is a member of the Philippine
bar and uses that license to work as a
volunteer lawyer for the Free Legal
Assistance Group.

the facilitating or promoting of recruitment into any
armed force. His lectures, research, and articles can also
be taken as a violation of Section 12 vis-à-vis Section 3
(e) which penalizes the giving of material support.12
Freedom of Speech
• As a human rights lawyer, Petitioner Te has been vocal
about his opposition to the Administration’s War on
Drugs and the alleged extra-judicial killings that often
accompany it.13
• Last July 2019, he was charged by the Philippine
National Police for inciting to sedition because of his
impassioned advocacies. 14
• Petitioner Te thus faces more than just a credible threat
of prosecution in this case.15

Victoria V.
Loanzon

Petitioner Loanzon is a Professorial
Lecturer at UP Law and DLSU Law,
among others, teaching Constitutional
Law. She is a member of the Philippine
bar..

Academic Freedom
• Like Petitioner Gatmaytan, Petitioner Loanzon
encourages critical thinking among the students in her
class even if it means questioning the propriety of
certain laws and governmental policies.16
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• Her teaching style therefore can just as easily be
misconstrued as a violation of Section 10 (d) of the law
which penalizes the facilitating or promoting of
recruitment into any armed force. 17
Anthony
Petitioner Yu is a Professorial Lecturer at Academic Freedom
Charlemagne C. UP Law teaching Constitutional Law. He
• Like Petitioners Gatmaytan and Loanzon, Petitioner Yu
Yu
is a member of the Philippine bar and a
encourages a liberal teaching philosophy in the
prominent businessperson.
classroom that sometimes touch upon controversial
governmental policies. This can just as much be
construed as a violation of Section 10 (d) of the law which
penalizes the facilitating or promoting of recruitment
into any armed force. 18
Freedom of Association
• Furthermore, Petitioner Yu heads several advocacybased private organizations. Should these advocacies
ever take a hardline stance against the government’s
policies, their otherwise legitimate activities can be
interpreted as “extensive interference” under Section 4
(c), among others.19
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Francisco
Ashley L.
Acedillo

Tierone James
M. Santos

Freedom of Speech
Petitioner Acedillo is a graduate of the
Philippine Military Academy and was an
• Petitioner Acedillo has also been a very vocal critic of
officer of the Philippine Air Force. He
the Duterte Administration, the policies of which he has
was formerly a member of the House of
described as “populist, quick-fix, strongman
Representatives and is now an incoming
approaches.” 20
fourth year at UP Law. He is a regular
• Like Petitioners Carpio and Batongbacal, he is a staunch
contributor to various news publications
advocate of Philippine maritime rights over the West
wherein he writes opinion articles.
Philippine Sea, so much so that his advocacy has often
pitted him directly against top government officials
such as National Security Adviser Esperon. 21
• These vocal protestations of Petitioner Acedillo can be
used by the government to charge him with “extensive
interference” with “critical infrastructure” under
Section 4 (c).22
Petitioner Santos is a student from the UP Freedom of Speech/Freedom of Association
Diliman School of Statistics. He is an
• As a student-leader, Petitioner Santos has taken a very
activist student-leader on campus,
proactive approach in promoting “the rights and
currently serving as a Councilor in the
general welfare of the University studentry and the
University Student Council. He is also a
Filipino people.”23
member of the Student Alliance for the
Advancement of Democratic Rights in
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UP (“STAND UP”), a known militant
student political party which has long
been openly labelled as left-leaning.

MAIN ARGUMENT
Petitioners’ facial challenge against the ATA is
proper under the 1987 Constitution and
contemporary jurisprudence.

There is actual controversy ripe for adjudication

• He has joined in several coordinated protests and has
even shared the details of his bank accounts to solicit
donations for the logistics of the “June 12 Grand
Mañanita.” 24
• These actions put Petitioner Santos directly in the
crosshairs of Section 25 of the law on designation of
terrorists, among many other provisions. 25

SUB-ARGUMENTS
There is a violation of the separation of powers. Constitutional powers
of the judiciary was diminished and placed in the ATC, a mere creation
of Congress.26
Facial challenges to penal laws are possible when they infringe free
speech, religious freedoms, and other fundamental rights. (Romualdez
v. Comelec, Nicolas-Lewis v. Comelec)27
A penal statute can be facially challenged on the basis of void for
vagueness when it encroaches upon freedom of speech (Disini v.
Executive Secretary)
The ATA is an unconstitutional curtailment of civil liberties 28
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Direct recourse to the Supreme Court is proper

The ATA is facially unconstitutional as it
suppresses free speech through vagueness and
overbreadth

The ATA encroaches grants to the ATC, an executive body, functions
that were constitutionally-granted to the judiciary. 29
The ATA poses a “credible threat of prosecution” considering that law
enforcers have already expressed their intent to use its provisions to hunt
down persons or organizations perceived as “terrorists”. 30
Court’s duty to determine grave abuse of discretion by government
under Article VIII, Section 1 of the 1987 Constitution. 31
The present case raises serious constitutional issues (infringing freedom
of speech, due process, presumption of innocence, rights to bail, to
travel, rights against incommunicado detention, against unlawful
searches and seizures, and for being an ex post facto law) involving an
act of Congress that sweeps away fundamental freedoms guaranteed by
the Bill of Rights and transgresses the separation of powers. (Bengzon v.
Drilon)32
The definitions of “terrorism” in Sec. 4 are vague and overbroad.
The phrases “serious bodily injury,” “extensive damage or destruction,”
“extensive interference,” “seriously undermine public safety,” and
“seriously destabilize or destroy the fundamental political, economic, or
social structure” in Section 4 are so amorphous and sweeping that they
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invade a vast area of constitutionally-protected activities, including free
speech. 33
The qualifying clause in Sec. 4 adds to the vagueness. It is unclear
whether the clause qualifies paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e), or only
paragraph (e)34
Other forms of terrorism in Secs. 5-12 are also vague. They rely on the
vague definitions of Sec. 4., without including any parameters to narrow
the meaning of “threats”, “planning, training, preparation and
facilitation”, conspiring, proposing, inciting, encouraging association or
membership, and travelling or providing material support. 35
The combination of vagueness and overbreadth chills free speech and
becomes tantamount to prior restraint. 36
Freedom of speech prohibits the subsequent punishment of persons
exercising this constitutional guarantee. Opinions on public issues cannot
be punished when published, merely because the opinions are novel or
controversial, or because they clash with current doctrines. (Chavez v.
Gonzales)37
The ATA penalizing free speech undermines the electoral process. The
ATA will cause “redistributions” of speaking power as it can be wielded
Carpio Petition, p. 27
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The creation of the ATC infringes the separation
of powers

Under Sec. 29 of the ATA, The ATC is given
powers akin to, but exceeds the President’s
power under the Commander-in-Chief clause

to stifle messages that might be categorized as inciting to terrorism but
are really Constitutionally-protected speech 38
Secs. 24, 25, and 29 are unconstitutional for violating Article III, Section 2
of the 1987 Constitution as they:
1) Allow an executive body to issue arrest warrants encroaching on a
power exclusively held by the Judiciary;
2) Substitute the ATC’s suspicion as basis for probable cause to support
a warrant in lieu of a judge’s personal determination of probable cause;
and
3) Usurp the Supreme Court’s rule making power by purporting to
establish an additional exception to Warrantless Arrests set forth in Sec.
5, Rule 113 of the Rules of Court. 39
The ATA transgresses the Article VII, Section 18 of the 1987 Constitution
by allowing a longer period of detention without any judicial charge
under ordinary circumstances – as opposed to the constitutional limit of
3 days in the grave cases of rebellion, war or invasion.40
The ATA severely impairs the Constitutional right to bail. Under Section
29 of the ATA, a person can be arrested for terrorism and detained for a
total of twenty-four (24) days before he must be judicially charged for an
offense punishable by life imprisonment or less.41
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The ATA’s provisions on “designation” of
terrorists, particularly Secs. 3(b), 3(h), 3(k), 3(m),
10, 11, 12, 25, 26, 27, 29 and 49 are
unconstitutional as they infringe constitutional
rights

Section 29 of the ATA circumvents the constitutional safeguards on the
suspension of the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus. The privilege of
the writ of habeas corpus is deemed suspended indefinitely under the
regime of the ATA.42
They infringe upon the constitutional right to due process, both in the
sense of the right to property, as well as criminal due process which, in
turn, is hinged upon the presumption of innocence. 43
The ATA authorizes a person to be indefinitely deprived of liberty by
means of “house arrest” even if the person ought to enjoy the
presumption of innocence. 44
House arrest under the ATA also is a form of incommunicado detention
which violates Article III, Section 12(2) of the 1987 Constitution45
Sections 25 and 26 of the ATA permit 24-day cycles of arrest and re-arrest
on the basis of a standing administrative designation order by the ATC or
proscription order by the Court of Appeals.46
These provisions punish mere association with a certain group, absent
any overt criminal act and regardless of when the act of affiliation was
committed.47
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Other major violations of the Bill of Rights
render the ATA unconstitutional

Section 3(i), in relation to Section 16, grants law enforcers overbroad
discretionary powers to wiretap private communication, without
distinction and based on mere suspicion, creating a chilling effect that
deters protected speech. It also disregards an individual’s right against
unreasonable searches and seizures, right to privacy of communication
and correspondence, and right to be presumed innocent. 48
Section 3(h) and 25, in relation to Section 35 of the ATA, enables the
AMLC to (i) usurp the Constitutional power of the courts to issue search
warrants upon probable cause, (ii) disregard the requirements for a
warrantless search, (iii) breach a person’s right to privacy of
communication and correspondence, and (iv) deprive such person of his
property without due process of law. 49
Section 36, which permits the AMLC and the ATC to issue an “Ex Parte
Order To Freeze,” amounts to an unlawful search and seizure, and a
deprivation of property without due process of law.50
Section 45 grants to the ATC unbridled discretion to impose security
classifications on all its records, effectively undermining the right of
citizens to access such records pursuant to their right to public
information. 51
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Annex “B”

Name

Summary

Prominence

1. G.R. No. 252578
Atty. Howard M. Calleja

Petitioners argue that Republic Act No. 11479, or the Anti-Terrorism
Act of 2020 (“ATA”), which encroaches on free speech, can be facially
challenged since Disini v. Executive Secretary, 1 ruled that penal
Atty. Joseph Peter J.
statutes that encroach on free speech can be facially challenged on
Calleja
the grounds of overbreadth or vagueness. Specifically, Sections 4, 5,
9, 10, 25, and 26 of the ATA are unconstitutional on the ground of
Atty. Christopher John P. vagueness for failure to give fair notice or warning to ordinary
Lao
citizens as to what act is punishable.

Lawyers, members
of the Integrated Bar
of the Philippines
(Atty. Lao teaches at
the UP College of
Law).

De La Salle Brothers Inc.
represented by Br. Armin Further, petitioners argue that the ATA fails to provide a
comprehensible definition of what “terrorism” is since Section 4
Luistro
suggests that anyone can be pointed to as a suspect of terrorism even
if the person is not engaged in any illegal activity. Section 29 is
Reynaldo J. Eschavez
argued to violate procedural due process for granting the AntiTerrorism Council (“ATC”) the authority to order the arrest of
suspected persons upon its own determination of probable cause,
and for authorizing prolonged detention without warrant.

Former
Education
Secretary

Napoleon L. Siongco

Civil society (Ang

Civil
society
(Frontliners: Tunay
na
Bayani
Organization)

G.R. Nos. 20335, 203299, 203306, 203359, 203378, 203391, 203407, 203440, 203453, 203454, 203469, 203501, 203509, 203515 & 203518, February 11,
2014.
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Raeyan M. Reposar

Sections 16 and 17 violate Petitioners’ right against unreasonable
searches and seizures on the ground that the ATA grants law
enforcement agents unlimited power to obtain any and all
communications of persons merely suspected of terrorism, thus
giving them an opportunity to go on a “fishing expedition” of
evidence. The secret wiretapping allowed and collection of customer
information from telecommunication service providers allowed
under Section 16, in relation to Section 3, violates the Petitioners’
right to privacy.

Bagong
Pilipinas)

Siklab

Student (President of
De
La
Salle
University College
of
Law’s
Law
Student
Government)

Section 25 violates the principle of separation of powers as it allows
the executive to usurp the judicial authority to determine probable
cause for the issuance of warrants of arrest. Moreover, since Sections
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 are broad and vague, the ATC is given
the power to define terms and concepts in said sections which is an
usurpation of the power of the Legislative to define, delimit,
designate, and state the law.
2. G.R. No. 252579
Rep. Edcel C. Lagman

Lawmaker (Albay,
The Petitioner argues that the criminalization of the “threat”, 1st
District
“proposal” and “inciting” to commit terrorism refers to the vague, Representative)
overbroad and incomplete attempt to define “terrorism” under
Section 4 of the ATA. One who threatens, proposes or incites
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terrorism is held criminally liable even if there are no terrorists
indicted for acts of terrorism. It is inordinately strange that there is a
culpable threatener, proponent, or inciter but there is no terrorist.
According to the petitioner, this is inconsistent with the rule that the
proposal and inciting to commit a crime is only punishable if the
crime itself, which is the object of the proposal and inciting, is
actually committed.
ATA criminalizes “proposal”, “threats”, and “inciting” to commit
terrorism which infringes on the right to free speech, as well as the
right to petition the government for redress of grievances, which are
components of the freedom of expression, as their exercise or
articulation is prevented by the chilling and deterrent effects
consequent to their criminalization and imposition of penalties. The
proscription of “threat”, “proposal” and “inciting” to commit
terrorism borders on criminalizing thought which is inviolable. In
fact, it effectively prevents the articulation of thought or the
expression of one’s opinion or advocacy, however radical, yet
legitimate. Thus, facial challenge is allowed.
Petitioner further argues that the attempt to define “terrorism” in
Section 4 is cast in vague and overbroad language so much so that
there is no certainty as to what the law actually seeks to proscribe.
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Sections 16 and 19 of the ATA infringe on the constitutionallyguaranteed privacy of communication since the maximum of ninety
(90) days for wiretapping of a suspected terrorist is inordinately long
and repressive, and that compelling telecommunications service
providers and internet service providers “to produce all customer
information and identification records as well as call and text data
records, content and other cellular or internet metadata” of a
suspected terrorist is notlimited by any particular timeframe and
specificity.
Sections 35 and 36 of the ATA violate the right against unreasonable
searches and seizures since no prior judicial authorization is required
for Anti-Money Laundering Council (“AMLC”) to investigate,
inquire into, and examine bank deposits. Moreover, AMLC, which is
not a judicial or quasijudicial authority, is empowered to determine
probable cause to justify its authority to freeze.
Section 25 violates due process of law and freedom of association
since the designation is not made by a competent court or judicial
authority but by the ATC, a mere administrative agency. The ex parte
designation of an individual, group or association as a terrorist also
transgresses the people’s freedom of association.
Section 29 infringes on a person’s personal liberty and his right
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against warrantless arrests or detention without judicial warrant of
arrest, and the violation is compounded by the maximum detention
of 24 days without the detained person being brought to the proper
judicial authority. The long period of detention is conducive to the
person detained being tortured or coerced into involuntary
confession by law enforcers.
The petitioner reiterates that deletion of ATA of the safeguards
protective of civil liberties and fundamental freedoms provided for
under the repealed Republic Act No. 9372, the Human Security Act
of 2007 (“HAS”), contributes to its unconstitutionality.
3. G.R. No. 252580
Melencio Sta. Maria

Eirene Jhone Aguila
Gideon Pena
Michael Tiu

The Petitioners argue that the definition of “terrorism” and the acts
which are punished under Sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 of the
ATA are void for being vague and overbroad such that the definition
of terrorism in Section 4 can be read to include legitimate and lawful
gatherings and demonstrations where people assemble to exercise
their freedom of speech, of expression, and of the press.

Academe
(Far
Eastern University
Institute of Law
Dean)

Academe
(Far
Eastern University
Institute of Law
Necessarily, therefore, the acts defined and punished under Sections faculty)
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 25, 26, and 27, would suffer from the same fatal
flaw of vagueness and overbreadth, as they are acts committed solely
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Francis Euston Acero
Paul Cornelius Castillo

in reference to the all-encompassing definition of terrorism under
Section 4. All of the provisions penalize modes of speech, expression,
and association, thereby equally subject to facial attack for being
unwarranted, excessive, and overbroad encroachments on the
freedom of expression.

Eugene Kaw
Further, the Petitioners argue that Section 29 attempts to legitimize
warrantless arrests on the basis of mere suspicion of committing any
terrorist acts.The dismal standard of mere suspicion falls far short of
what the 1987 Constitution and jurisprudence require for valid
arrests.
Sections 25 and 29 allow the ATC to encroach on the exclusively
judicial power of issuing warrants of arrest since the ATC is
empowered to authorize in writing warrantless arrests. Due process
requirements are violated since the designation as terrorists of
persons, groups of persons, organizations or associations under
Section 25 is set on the basis of suspicion - a low threshold.
The ATC is given carte blanche authority to encroach on a judicial
prerogative: (a) the ATC has power to craft the basis for designation
and determination of suspicion; (b) the ATC has the power to make a
determination on the basis solely of the criteria it alone sets; and (c)
the ATC has the power to call out law enforcement in order to
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implement its wishes, untrammeled by any check upon its power.
ATA imposes state regulations that will stifle academic freedom by
threatening to punish thinking and critical exchanges against the
government that may be considered as terrorism.
4. G.R. No. 252585
Rep. Isagani Zarate
Rep. Ferdinand Gaite
Rep. Eufemia Cullamat
Rep. Arlene Brosas

Rep. France Castro

Rep. Sarah Jane Elago

Petitioners facially challenge the constitutionality of the speechrelated provisions of the ATA. Petitioners alleged that they and their
party-list organizations, including MAKABAYAN, which they
respectively represent or lead, are victims of terrorist-tagging by
State forces, thus they are immediately in danger of sustaining some
direct, real, and immediate injury as a result of the implementation of
the assailed law. Even before the ATA, critics, progressives, even
ordinary citizens speaking out, Petitioners and their organizations
included, have already been tagged as terrorists. Inject the
government agents with the tremendous powers under the ATA,
coupled with the problematic definition of terrorism, then a
widespread contamination of governmental abuse and massive
curtailment of speech and its cognate rights will result.

Lawmaker
(Bayan
Muna
Party-list
Representatives)

Lawmaker (Gabriela
Women’s
Party
Representative)
Lawmaker
(ACT
Teachers Party-list
Representative)

Lawmaker
Section 4 is so broadly framed as to sweep any speech and any act (Kabataan Party-list
Representative)
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Saturnino Ocampo
Liza Maza
Neri Colmenares
Antonio Tinio
Ariel Casilao
Nathanael Santiago

which would otherwise be protected resulting in en masse self- Subject
of
redcensorship. It is also framed in ways too unclear that people cannot tagging
issues
reasonably know whether they are committing “terrorism” or not.
(Makabayan
coalition officers and
former lawmakers)
The Petitioners cited numerous instances wherein protected speech
and conduct will be covered and penalized by ATA. These include
the EDSA People Power of 1986, the 2013 Million People March,
media coverage of the widespread extrajudicial killings of
progressives and the tokhang killings, the mantra “Buwagin ang mga
asyenda”, essentially a call for land reform and social justice, the
possession of books on history and political and economic theory
(such as those of Marx, Mao, and the like) or military treatises,
classes theories, peaceful movements calling for resignation, the song
Tatsulok popularized by Bamboo among others. Under the ATA,
these will be considered forms of terrorism.
Sections 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 22 violate the right to privacy for not
using the least restrictive means in achieving its proposed state
objective. Specifically, every politically-dissenting speech easily
comes within the ambit of the law and may thus be subjected to
infringement as the speaker may be surveilled, and his
communications intercepted and recorded.
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The Petitioners compared the Disini v. Secretary of Justice 2 ruling
which invalidated the provision on collection or recording of traffic
computer data and communication in real time with the ATA such
that the former was said to be akin to surveillance of suspects, and
intercepting and recording of their communications under the ATA,
but the latter has superior power and far reaching implications as
they allow not only for the collection and recording of the activity of
a surveilled person in the Internet, but also allows for the actual
surveillance of his person and his every single act as well as the
interception and recording of his communications not only in the
Internet but in every communication devices known, and will be
known, to science. Thus there is more reason to declare the same as
unconstitutional since surveillance has an inhibiting effect to
protected speech.
Under Section 25, the designated person or organization is denied
the right to be heard in their defense and are immediately
condemned and punished, depriving them of pre- or postdesignation due process.
Designation as a terrorist could alter or extinguish rights. For
G.R. Nos. 20335, 203299, 203306, 203359, 203378, 203391, 203407, 203440, 203453, 203454, 203469, 203501, 203509, 203515 & 203518, February 11,
2014.
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Petitioners and their party-list organizations, this could mean
disqualification to run and participate under the party-list system of
elections, since one of the grounds for removal or cancellation of
registration of a party-list is when it advocates violence or unlawful
means to seek its goal.
In Section 27, the probable cause determination is based on a future
event, which may or may not happen since the preliminary order of
proscription is issued in order to prevent the commission of
terrorism. Simply, there is no actual crime, thus violating right to due
process and presumption of innocence. Also, being a future event,
the determination of probable cause‖ under Section 27 could never be
based on facts or physical evidence, considering that the crime is yet
to be committed.
Section 29 violates the principle of separation of powers insofar as it
empowers the ATC to issue orders of arrest which authority is
constitutionally and exclusively lodged with the Judiciary. It also
empowers ATC to issue orders of arrest without probable cause,
contrary to the Constitution.
5. G.R. No. 252613
Rudolph B. Jurado

Petitioner facially challenges the ATA. He begins with questioning Former Government
the certification of necessity of the immediate enactment of House Corporate Counsel
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Bill (“HB”) No. 6875, the House of Representatives (“House”) version
of Senate Bill No. 1083, on the ground that since terrorism is already
covered by existing law (HSA), it cannot be considered as a public
calamity or emergency which will justify the issuance of a
certification of necessity by the President. Otherwise, all amendatory
laws should be deemed as public calamities and emergencies.
Section 29 allows the ATC to waive the application of Article 125 of
the Revised Penal Code even if such waiver is vested solely in the
hands of the detainee. This is the premise by which the Supreme
Court drafted Section 7, Rule 112 of the Rules of Court. Thus, by
removing the power to waive one’s constitutionally protected rights
from the detainee and vesting the same to ATC, the ATA repealed
the Rules of Court. This violates the established separation of powers
between the legislature and judiciary. Further, it allows law
enforcement operative to detain a person even when no investigation
against him have been concluded and/or for non-terrorism related
activities.
HB No. 6875’s 3rd reading and passage is unconstitutional since it did
not comply with the printing requirement. No printed copies of HB
No. 6875 in its final form have been previously distributed to the
Members of the House three (3) days before its passage, in
contravention to Section 26(2) Article VI of the Constitution.
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6. G.R. No. 252623
Center for Trade Union The Petitioners argue that the crime of terrorism suffers from Labor unions
and
Human
Rights vagueness and overbreadth since the definition of terrorism may
(CTUHR)
include protected speech and conduct. Further, it is unconstitutional
insofar as it authorizes the ATC to issue arrest orders which
authority is expressly and exclusively lodged by the Constitution
Pro-Labor
Legal
with the Judiciary.
Assistance
Center
(PLACE)
Daisy Arago
Armando Teodoro Jr.
Violeta Espiritu
Virginia Flores

Section 25 is unconstitutional on the ground that it infringes upon a
person’s freedom of association without granting him the
opportunity to show that the association he has joined is allowed by
law.
Moreover, the provision on house arrest contravenes a person’s right
to bail since a person accused of committing terrorism, where the
evidence of guilt is not strong, is entitled to bail. However, the
provision on house arrest does not allow the accused to avail of his
provisional liberty. This is compounded by the incommunicado
detention by depriving the accused access to phones, email,
computer, internet or other means of communications with people
outside of the residence.

7. G.R. No. 252624
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Christian Monsod
Felicitas Arroyo
Ray Paolo Santiago
Amparita Sta. Maria

Petitioners argue that the blanket red-tagging of schools by the AFP Members of 1986
in 2018 can be used as a justification to arrest and detain any person Constitutional
affiliated to such schools because the ATA allows the arrest and Commission
detention of persons merely suspected of committing the
unidentified acts of terrorism.
Academe
(Ateneo
Human
Rights
Center)
Section 4 is a clear case of overbreadth since it simply mentions

“acts” but does not identify what these acts actually are. Section 4
also further broadens its coverage by creating a second category of
Maria Ilsea Salvador
“terrorism”, that is: “advocacy, protest, dissent, stoppage of work,
industrial or mass action, and other similar exercises of civil and
Marianne
Carmel political rights,” if these activities are “intended to cause death or
Agunoy
serious physical harm to a person, or to endanger a person's hfe, or to
create a serious risk to public safety.” This proviso punishes acts
when there is allegedly some criminal intent behind them, without
Xamantha Xofia Santos
however requiring that the overt acts themselves manifest said intent
in any way.
Maria Paula Villarin
Paula Sophia Estrella
Ignatius Michael Ingles
Ernesto Neri

As the ATA does nothing to set the parameters in defining terrorism,
it is a clear exercise of undue delegation of legislative power, which
must be struck down as unconstitutional. The ATA miserably fails
the sufficient standard test because of its overbroad definition of
terrorism.

Academe
University

(Xavier
Center

13
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for Legal Assistance)
Section 25 affords no opportunity to be heard considering that the
designation is unilateral, and considering further that there appears Religious
no opportunity, whether prior or subsequent, to question such priest)
designation, without the designee suffering irreparable injury first.
Thus it violates due process.
Paula Zayco Aberasturi
Academe
Human
Center)
The ATA allows the ATC to arrogate unto itself judicial power by
empowering the ATC to issue written authorizations for the
Wyanet Aisha Eliora
Student
detention of persons - what are effectively warrants of arrest. It also
Alcibar
violates the power of the Supreme Court to promulgate rules on the
determination of probable cause in criminal prosecutions. The
Sentro
ng
mga duration of detention found in Section 29, lacking any proper Labor
Nagkakaisa
at qualifications, violates the prohibition under the Constitution
Progresibong
involving detention during times when the writ of habeas corpus is
Manggagawa (SENTRO) suspended.
Fr. Albert Alejo, S.J

(Jesuit

(Ateneo
Rights

8. G.R. No. 252646
SANLAKAS

Petitioner argues that the ATA considers “advocacy, protest, dissent, Civil society
stoppage of work, industrial or mass actions and other similar
exercises of civil and political rights” as the overt acts of the crime of
terrorism. Thus, even if these are protected speech, the enforcement
agents, due to the vagueness of the law, may interpret such speech as
a form of terrorism.
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9. G.R. No. 252702
Petitioner labor union groups seek judicial review of the ATA on the
Federation
Of
Free grounds that it gravely transgresses the Constitutional guarantees of Labor
Workers
(FFW- liberty, freedom from unreasonable seizures, free speech, association,
NAGKAISA)
herein peaceful assembly, and to be presumed innocent. They allege that the
represented
by
Jose definition of terrorism and its related crimes is impermissibly vague,
Sonny Matula
broad, and standardless, making it subject to many interpretations
and leading to discriminary enforcement and prohibition of acts such
as expressing opinions or giving humanitarian aid.
Section 25 is also an invalid delegation of legislative power as it does
not have sufficient standards, making the ATC a roving commission.
Section 29 violates due process by diminishing the probable cause
standard, and it is an unreasonable search and seizure as it grants
judicial power to the ATC. These provisions will have a chilling
effect on the right of workers, such as the petitioner labor groups, to
organize, collectively bargain, and petition the government for
redress of grievances.
10. G.R. No. 252726
Jose J. Ferrer, Jr.

Petitioner alleges that the broad definition of terrorism allows law Retired lawyer
enforcement to arrest anyone without warrant, claiming that this is
an imposition of Martial Law without its required process under the
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Constitution. Petitioner also alleges that the authorization by the
ATC to arrest without warrant deprives the judiciary of its authority
to protect due process and prevent unreasonable searches and
seizures, thus transgressing checks and balances. Petitioner argues
that these provisions create a chilling effect on people who are afraid
of being arrested without warrant.
11. G.R. No. 252733
Renato Reyes, Jr.
Maria
Araullo

Carolina

Guillermina
Mananzan

Francisco Nemenzo
Michael Tan
Cristina Palabay

Petitioners, many of whom are members of peaceful activist
organizations, challenge the ATA due to its vague and broad
definition of terrorism which will curtail free speech and other civil
P.
rights; its grant of the power of designation to the ATC, which
violates due process, the right to property, the right to free
association, and usurps judicial powers; the provisions for
D. preliminary proscription that allow the penal provisions in the ATA
to cover protected acts, the power to authorize arrests, which violates
due process, the equal protection clause, and the prohibition against
unreasonable searches and seizures; and the power to restrict travel,
which violates the right to travel and the right of bail, as well as the
power of the court to grant bail.

Subject
of
redtagging
(Bagong
Alyansang
Makabayan officers)

Civil
society
(Movement Against
Tyranny convenor)
Academe
(former
UP president and UP
Diliman chancellor)
Subject

of

red-
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Elisa Tita P. Lubi

tagging (Karapatan
officers)

Felipe M. de Leon, Jr.

Former
National
Commission
on
Culture and the Arts
chair

Judy M. Taguiwalo

Former
Social
Welfare Secretary

Maria Lourdes Turalde
Jarabe

Former
Social
Welfare
Undersecretary

Ma. Corazon J. Tan

Former
National
Anti-Poverty
Commission
Undersecretary
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Edita T. Burgos

Subject
of
redtagging (Free Jonas
Burgos Movement
chair)
Subject
of
redtagging
(Kilusang
Magbubukid
ng
Pilipinas chair)

Danilo Ramos

Bonifacio P. Ilagan

Civil
society
(Campaign Against
the Return of the
Marcoses
and
Martial
Law
convenor)

Most Rev.
Iniguez

Religious (Bishop)

Deogracias

Fr. Wilfredo Dulay

Teodoro A. Casino

Religious,
activist
(Movement Against
Tyranny convenor)
Subject
of
redtagging
(former
Bayan Muna Party-
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list representative)
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Mae P. Paner

Arts (also known as
Juana Change)

Vergel O. Santos

Media (Center for
Media Freedom and
Responsibility board
member)

Michael Pante

Academe (Ateneo de
Manila University)

Joseph Anthony Y. Lim
Temario C. Rivera
Cynthia N. Zayas
Francisco A. Alcuaz

Ronaldo M. Adonis

Academe
(University of
Philippines)

the

Civil
society
(Movement Against
Tyranny member)
Subject
of
redtagging
(Kilusang
Mayo Uno secretarygeneral)
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Juanito Aquino Ranjo, Jr.

Edelina Padilla-dela Paz

Clarice Joy Palce

Tina-Agel S. Romero

Catarina T. Estavillo

Fernando Hicap

Subject
of
redtagging
(PISTON
secretary-general)
Subject
of
redtagging
(Health
Alliance
for
Democracy chair)
Subject
of
redtagging,
youth
(Gabriela
Youth
secretary-general)
Civil society (Voices
of Women for Justice
and Peace convenor)
Subject
of
redtagging
(Amihan
National Federation
of Peasant Women
chair)
Subject
of
redtagging
(former
Anakpawis Party-list
representative,
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Pamalakaya chair)
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Eule Rico C. Bonganay

Vinzhill Perfas Simon

Joanna
Robles

Marie

Gaspar

Civil
society
(Salinlahi
Alliance
for
Children’s
Concerns secretarygeneral)
Subject
of
redtagging (Anakbayan
secretary-general)
Subject
of
redtagging,
youth
(League of Filipino
Students
deputy
secretary-general)

Rey Kristoffer Valmores
Salinas

Subject
of
redtagging (Bahaghari
spokesperson)

Santiago Y. Dasmarinas,
Jr.

Subject
of
redtagging (COURAGE
officers)

Manuel R. Baclagon
Noemi Lardizabal Dado

Media (blogger)
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Erlinda T. Cadapan

Civil
society
(Desaparecidos
members)

Asher P. Cadapan
Evangeline P. Hernandez

Civil
society
(Hustisya! chair)
Subject
of
redtagging (Kadamay
chairman-emeritus)

Carmen
“Nanay
Mameng” Deunida
Trinidad G. Repuno

Civil society (SELDA
chair)

12. G.R. No. 252736
Antonio T. Carpio

Petitioners’ challenge to the ATA questions the legitimate means by
which its legitimate interest is sought to be accomplished. The ATA
heavily burdens protected speech by the vagueness and overbreadth
that permeate its text, creating a chilling effect that suppresses
expressive freedom. It curtails other constitutional liberties, such as
the rights to due process, to presumption of innocence, to bail,
against incommunicado detention, against unreasonable searches
and seizures, to privacy of communication and correspondence, to
association, to public information, and not to be subjected to an ex

Retired
Senior
Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court,
a member of the
Philippine Bar, an
advocate of civil and
political rights, a
scholar of Philippine
maritime rights over
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post facto law and a bill of attainder. Finally, it violates the separation the West Philippine
of powers.
Sea (“WPS”), open
critic of the Duterte
administration
Conchita Carpio-Morales

Former
Associate
Justice
of
the
Supreme Court, a
former Ombudsman,
a member of the
Philippine Bar, filed
a Complaint with the
ICC against China’s
actions in the WPS

Jay L. Batongbacal

Associate Dean of
the University of the
Philippines’ College
of Law, the Director
of the UP Institute
for Maritime Affairs
and Law of the Sea,
expert
on
the
Philippines’
maritime rights in
the WPS, critic of the
Duterte
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administration
regarding the WPS
Dante B. Gatmaytan

Professor of Law at
UP Law, the Director
of the UP Institute
for
the
Administration
of
Justice, a prolific
researcher
and
writer
of
issues
affecting the rule of
law, and the author
of
various
publications that are
critical
of
government action

Theodore O. Te

Professor of Law at
UP
Law,
was
previously charged
with
sedition
regarding an alleged
ouster plot against
the government
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Victoria V. Loanzon

Professorial Lecturer
at UP Law, academic

Anthony
C. Yu

Professorial Lecturer
at UP Law, head of
non-governmental
organizations
(“NGO”)
with
environmental and
poverty advocacy

Francisco
Acedillo

Charlemagne

Ashley

L.

Tierone James M. Santos

Philippine Military
Academy graduate,
former Air Force
officer, member of
the Magdalo group
and the Oakwood
mutiny,former
Congressman,
security expert, UP
Law student
UP student, student
leader, STAND UP
member, organizer
and leader of rallies
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criticizing
government

the

13. G.R. No. 252741
Ma. Ceres P. Doyo
Mario S. Nery, Jr.

Maria A. Ressa

Petitioners, who are journalists, writers, or opposition-aligned
politicians, assail the ATA for imposing content-based restrictions on
speech through vague and overbroad provisions, thus failing strict
scrutiny and chilling protected speech and its cognate rights. They
allege that the overbroad definition of terrorism and its related
crimes sweep over protected speech and activities, and the
vagueness of the definition will drive petitioners and similar people
to self-censor out of fear of punishment. The lack of clear guidelines
leaves room for discriminatory enforcement, especially in
determining “intent” under Secs. 4, 17, 25 and 29 allow for
surveillance and freezing of assets without due process and, in the
case of freezing, a judicial warrant.
Sec. 29 violates the Constitution for contravening separation of
powers by granting the power to issue warrants, a judicial power, to
the ATC, and by expanding the period of detention without warrant
longer than that provided for by the Commander-in-Chief Powers.
Such powers thus exacerbate the chilling effect on speech and
expression.

Philippine
Daily
Inquirer columnist,
political
writer,
multi-awarded
journalist
Chief
Executive
Officer
and
Executive Editor of
Rappler,
multiawarded journalist,
Emmy
nominee,
Time 2018 person of
the year, Time’s 100
most
influential
people 2019 critic of
the administration,
victim of prosecution
at the behest of the
government
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Rachel E. Khan

Maria
Hofileña

Lilibeth
Frondoso

Academe
(University of
Philippines)

Rosario

the

F.

Senior Editor, Head
of investigative arm,
Rappler,
political
author,
multiawarded journalist

Socorro

Rappler production
head

Maria Teresa D. Vitug

Political writer and
multi-awarded
journalist

Josefa Andres Maglipon
Marcelo

Editor-in-chief of an
online entertainment
website, editor of
books on Martial
Law

Beatrice P. Puente

Campus journalist,
editor-in-chief of the
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Philippine Collegian
Florangel Rosario-Braid

Incumbent Senator

Francis N. Pangilinan

Incumbent Senator,
arrested
and
detained
on
trumped-up charges
at the behest of the
Duterte
administration, still
yet to undergo trial

Leila M. De Lima

Jose
Christopher
Belmonte

1986 Constitutional
Commissioner,
Communications
Specialist

Y.

Congressman
(Quezon City)

Sergio Osmeña III

Former Senator

Wigberto E. Tañada, Sr.

Former Senator and
Congressman
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Lorenzo R. Tañada III

Former
Congressman

Jose Manuel I. Diokno

Law
professor,
human
rights
defender, Free Legal
Assistance
Group
chairman, ran for
Senator under Otso
Diretso

Edmundo G. Garcia

Constitutional
Commissioner,
author on building
peace

Lutgardo B. Barbo

2-time
Senate
author

Loretta Ann P. Rosales

Former
Secretary,

Former Commission
on Human Rights
chairperson, former
Congresswoman

14. G.R. No. 252747
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National
Union
Journalists
of
Philippines

Arnel Barbarona

of Petitioner NUJP has recently been tagged as a communist front
the organization by the NTF-ELCAC and its officers, and its members
have been previously sanctioned and accused in relation to redtagging. Thus, the NUJP facially challenges the ATA for violating
free speech and expression, rights that are intertwined inherently
with the NUJP and its members’ services and activities. The
vagueness of the definition of terrorism as well as its lack of overt
acts impacts all its related crimes, creating a content-based restriction
on free speech, which is particularly important to artists and
journalists. Furthermore, Sec. 29 authorizes the ATC, an executive
instrumentality, to issue orders of arrest, usurping judicial
prerogatives and violating the separation of powers.

Maria Victoria Joy B.
Beltran

Leonilo O. Doloricon

Subject
of
redtagging,
media
(NTF-ELCAC posts
related to ABS-CBN
shutdown)
Subject
of
redtagging,
media
(Mindanaoan
filmmaker
who
made the Lumadcentric movie A
Right to Kill and is
linked to CPP-NDFNPA)
Media (Cebu City
screenwriter arrested
over
a
sarcastic
Facebook post)
Subject
of
redtagging,
media
(chair of Concerned
Artists
of
the
Philippines
which
was tagged by NTF
ELCAC as an “open
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sectoral
organization” of the
underground
movement, editorial
cartoonist for Malaya
Business Insight)
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Joselito B. Saracho

Arts (Let’s Organize
for Democracy and
Integrity convenor,
charged
with
conspiracy
to
commit sedition over
“Ang
Totoong
Narcolist”)

Abdulmari L. Imao, Jr.

Arts (National Artist
for Sculpture)

Bienvenido L. Lumbera

Arts (National Artist
for Literature)

Joselito O. Altarejos

Media (Filmmaker)

Ivy Marie B. Apa

Academe
(University of San
Carlos)

Grace Marie Lopez
Anna May V. Baquirin

Co-petitioner
in
Supreme Court case
on the War on Drugs
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Junelie O. Barrios

Lian Nami
Buan

Aloen

Mara
Alyssabel
Cepeda

Media, Bangsamoro
(Manobo singer of
Encantadia
theme
song)
P.

Media (Rappler)

D.

Frances Bea C. Cupin
Raisa Marielle B. Serafica
Glenda M. Gloria
Richard C. Cornelio

Media
(Philippine
Collegian)

Ardee E. Delola

Media
Network)

Ernest Jewell B. Dino

Media (Video artist)

(GMA
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Cecilia Victoria O. Drilon

Media (ABS-CBN)

Elizabeth Judith Panelo
Ma. Salvacion E. Varona

Media
(ABSCBNNews.com
)

Bartholome
Guingona

Arts (Theater actor)

Tankeh

Jazmin B. Llana

Academe (De La
Salle University)

Diandra
Ditma
Macarambon

A.

Arts,
Bangsamoro
(Meranaw writer)

Gutierrez
Mangansakan II

M.

Media, Bangsamoro
(Filmmaker)

Amado
Anthony
Mendoza III

G.

Academe
(University of
Philippines)

Edgie

B.

Francis

the
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Uyanguren
Vincent
Morales

Marco

C.

Kristine Ong Muslim
Michael
Tumamac

Jude

Media
(GMA
Network actor)
Arts (book author)

C.

Denzel Q. Yorong

Arts (essayist)

Norberto S. Roldan

Arts (curator)

Lisa I. Tapang
Elizabeth
Rose
Siguion Reyna

Luis V. Teodoro, Jr.

O.

Arts,
academe
(former
MTRCB
Board Member and
University of the
Philippines Regent)
Academe

(Former
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Roland B. Tolentino

deans of UP College
of
Mass
Communication)

15. G.R. No. 252755
Kabataang
Tagapagtanggol
ng
Karapatan represented
by
Bryan
Ezra
C.
Gonzales

Youth Group Petitioners allege that the ATA contains both overly Youth groups
vague provisions and provisions that explicitly penalize speech,
creating a chilling effect on protected expression that may be facially
challenged. They also allege that the provisions authorizing an
extended period of warrantless arrest upon the order of the ATC
contravene due process and violate the separation of powers by
supplanting both judicial orders and the suspension of the privilege
Youth For Human Rights
of the writ of habeas corpus.
And
Democracy
represented by Christian
B. Gultia
Youth Act Now Against
Tyranny represented by
Raoul Daniel A. Manuel
Millennials
PH
represented by Jose Rio I.
Iwasaki
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Samahan
Ng
Progresibong Kabataan
Represented By Ian Red
D. Ligot
Good
Gov
Ph
Represented By Dexter
Arvin E. Yang
Youth Strike 4 Climate
Philippines Represented
By Jefferson A. Estela
Liberal Youth Of The
Philippines, Represented
By Davin Renn S. Santos
Aksyon
Kabataan
Represented By Princess
Cynthia Nathalie Drilon
La Salle Debate Society
Represented By Hans
Xavier W. Wong

Students
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Dlsu University Student
Government
Represented By Lance
Isiah A. Dela Cruz
Sanggunian Ng Mga
MagAaral
Ng
Paaralang Loyola Ng
Ateneo
De
Manila
Represented By Jamesun
W. Bejarin
Up Diliman University
Student
Council,
Represented By Sean
Angelo A. Thakur
University
Of
Santo
Tomas Central Student
Council, Represented By
Therese Marie B. Ifurung
Student Council Alliance
Of
The
Philippines
Represented By Jeza
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Antonette A. Rodriguez
National
Union
Of
Students
In
The
Philippines Represented
By Jandeil B. Roperos
16. G.R. No. 252759
Algamar A. Latiph

Bantuas M. Lucman

Petitioners Bangsamoros assail the ATA for violating the separation
of powers in Sec. 29 by usurping the exclusive powers of the
judiciary regarding warrants, rule-making, and jurisdiction over
accused persons; for denying due process, violating the equal
protection clause, denying the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus,
the rights of the accused, the prohibition against bills of attainder,
and the right of free speech and expression. Petitioners claim that,
given the widespread discrimination against Muslims, even coming
from government agents in the form of wrongful arrests, bigoted
statements, and obstruction of justice, the ATA poses a credible
threat against the Bangsamoro people.

Bangsamoro (former
chair of Regional
Human
Rights
Commission of the
now-dissolved
Autonomous Region
of
Muslim
Mindanao)
Bangsamoro
(grandnephew of the
late Lanao del Sur
Congressman
Haroun Al Rashid
Lucman, known for
calling for the late
dictator Ferdinand
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Marcos’
impeachment
following
the
Jabidah
Massacre
and for founding the
separatist
Bangsamoro
Liberation
Organization)
Musa I. Malayang

Bangsamoro
(secretary general of
the Muslim Legal
Assistance
Foundation)

Dalomilang
Parahiman

N.

Bangsamoro (former
South
Luzon
regional director of
the
National
Commission
on
Muslim Filipinos)

17. G.R. No. 252765
The Alternative
Groups, Inc.

Law

Petitioner, a legal resource coalition for the poor and marginalized, Coalition of eighteen
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directly resorts to review of the ATA by the Honorable Court on the
grounds that the law contains vague provisions targeting speech,
using broad or abstract terms without any corresponding legal
standards, creating a chilling effect on free speech, especially that of
Petitioner and its activities related to asserting human rights and
empowering the marginalized. Petitioner also alleges that the law
violates due process and separation of powers as it grants the ATC
judicial prerogatives, that the surveillance provisions violate the
right to privacy, and that the vague definition of terrorism and
related crimes violates the freedom of association.
Glenda T. Litong

legal resource NGOs
that
engage
in
developmental
or
alternative
lawyering and work
with the poor and
marginalized groups
in different parts of
the country
Lawyers

Marie Hazel E. Lavitoria
Rolly Francis C. Peoro
Somayyah S. Abdullah
Eljay M. Bernardo
Juan Carlo Pe Tejano
Maria Luisa S. Villarin
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Maria Ilsea Salvador
Dion Lorenz L. Romano
Rolando R. Recto
Francesca
Sarenas

Lois

V.

Gian Miko Arabejo
Fae Marie Y. Bordey
Sheila
Grace
Formento

A.

Kristine Joy P. Argallon
Carlomagno N. Calingin
18. G.R. No. 252767
Bishop

Broderick

S. Petitioners religious persons, some of who were included in state Religious
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Pabillo

action and harassment against alleged terrorists, allege that the
ATA’s definition of terrorism in Sec. 4 is vague, contravening due
process and creating a chilling effect on speech through Sections 6
Bishop Reuel Norman O. and 9, which are in themselves vague and overbroad. Sec. 12
Marigza
punishes free association, the Sections on surveillance deny due
process and violate privacy, and Sec. 29 violates the requirements for
a valid warrant and due process.
Rt. Rev. Rex B. Reyes Jr.
Bishop
Padillo

Emergencio

Bishop
Gerardo
Alminaza

A.

Dr. Aldrin M. Peñamora
Dr. Annelle G. Sabanal
Dr.
Christopher
Sabanal

D.

Fr. Rolando F. De Leon
Sr. Ma. Liza H. Ruedas
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Sr. Anabell “Theodora”
G. Bilocura
Rev.
Marie
Villalon,

Sol

S.

Dr. Ma. Julieta F. Wasan
Fr. Gilbert S. Billena
Jennifer F. Meneses
Deaconess
Litao

Rubylin

G.

Judge Cleto Villacorta
Rey Claro Casambre
Rural Missionaries Of
The Philippines And The
Sisters’ Association In
Mindanao
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19. G.R. No. 252768
GABRIELA, INC.
Gertrudes S. Libang
Joan May E. Salvador
Emerenciana A. De Jesus

Petitioner, a women’s rights organization and a victim of human Subject
of
redrights violations and recent red-tagging, alleges that the ATA tagging
(Feminist
violates due process as the definition of terrorism and its related movement)
crimes are vague and lack sufficient standards, granting too much
discretion to law enforcers. Unbridled discretion is also granted to
the ATC to authorize arrests, violating separation of powers and
contravening the requirements for a valid warrant or a valid
warrantless arrest.
Such vagueness makes a facial challenge
appropriate as the law violates free speech and association.

Mary Joan A. Guan
Marivic V. Gerodias
Lovely V. Ramos
Leonoro O. Calubaquib
Monica Anne E. Wilson
Silahis M. Tebia
Alnie G. Foja
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Minerva F. Lopez
20. UDK 16663
Lawrence Yerbo
21. G.R. No. 252802
Petitioners youth activists facially challenge the ATA as its
vagueness and overbreadth, especially in the definition of terrorism, Students (University
violate due process and chill protected expression, particularly in the of the Philippines
related crimes which expressly affect speech. Due process is further Cebu)
Calvin Dhame Lagahit
denied by the lack of notice and proper remedies in Secs. 25-27.
Furthermore, Sec. 29 flouts the Constitutional requirements of a valid
Christian
Louie
warrant and the writ of habeas corpus by allowing warrantless arrests
Ilustrisimo
without probable cause and extending the allowable period of
detention. This also usurps judicial powers, violating the separation
Benna Lyn Rizon
of powers. Finally, the provisions on surveillance violate privacy and
enable government fishing expeditions.
Hendy Abendan

Lyrnie Regidor
Hannson Kent J. Namoc
Gilbert G. Apura, Jr
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David C. Suico
Mary Therese T. Maurin
Atty.
Abraham
Montecillo Acosta

Rey

Atty. Jay P. Pujanes
Atty. Karla
Tumulak

Marie

T.

22. G.R. No. 252809
Mark L. Averilla
Noelle Theresa E. Capili
Robby Derrick S. Cham
Victor
Louis
Crisostomo

E.

Petitioners online personalities, citing recent arrests based on online
criticism of the government, challenge the ATA definition of
terrorism for being vague and overbroad. Combined with the related
crimes punishing various forms of speech, and Sections 25-27 and 29
allowing for proscription, detention, and punishment without due
process, the Petitioners fear that the exercise of free speech and
expression, particularly online will be chilled and even subject to
government repression.

Youth and social
media personalities
(Concerned Online
Citizens)
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Anthony Ian M. Cruz
Marita Q. Dinglasan
Thyssen C. Estrada
Mark
Angelo
Geronimo

C.

Balbino Pada Guerrero
Jr.
Jover N. Laurio
John Carlo T. Mercado
Raymond
Palatino

De

Vera

Lean Redino P. Porquia
Marcel Dar Stefan T.
Punongbayan
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Albert Louis R. Raqueño
Oliver Richard V. Robillo
Julius D. Rocas
Juan Miguel R. Severo
Ma. Gia Grace B. Sison
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Rodel A. Taton
Adler Mari Eriberto Ii L.
Lasafin
23. G.R. No. 252903
Rene A.V. Saguisag

Pacifico A. Agabin

Jejomar C. Binay

Edre U. Olalia

Petitioners lawyers facially challenge the ATA and invoke strict
scrutiny. They claim that the definition of terrorism and other
prohibited acts are vague and overbroad, and thus chill free speech
and contravene due process while allowing arbitrary enforcement.
The use of “intent” and “purpose” in the definition was particularly
attacked as vague, while the definition of “critical infrastructure”
was deemed overbroad. Furthermore, the provision on detention
without warrant violates due process as it does not require probable
cause and it surpasses the period of detention without warrant in the
Constitution, thus also contravening the right to bail. This also denies
accused terrorists of the right to the equal protection of law.

Law professor and
former senator
Constitutionalist,
law
professor,
former Dean of UP
Law
Dean Emeritus of
University of Makati
School
of
Law,
former
VicePresident of the
Republic
of
the
Philippines
(20102016)
NUPL
President,
interim president of
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the
International
Association
of
Democratic Lawyers
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Anna Maria D. Abad

Anacleto
Rei
Lacanilao Iii

Dean of Adamson
College of Law
A.

Lawyer

J. V. Bautista

Dean of the John
Wesley School of
Law
and
Governance,
Wesleyan
UniversityPhilippines, former
Congressman

Rose-liza Eisma-osorio

Law professor

Emmanuel R. Jabla

Lawyer

Neri J. Colmenares

Human
rights
lawyer,
former
Congressman

24. G.R. No. 252904
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Beverly Longid
Windel B. Bolinget
Joanna K. Cariño
Amirah Ali Lidasan

Petitioners human rights advocates and minority group members
seek direct resort to the Court, alleging that the ATA violates their
constitutional rights, particularly speech, expression, and assembly.
They claim that the law is facially vague as terrorism and its related
crimes are not defined using clear predicate acts, and are punished
regardless of the stage of execution, as long as the alleged terrorism
fits an ambiguous purpose. This allows for a standardless sweep by
law enforcement. Section 25 likewise functions as a bill of attainder
by designating without trial and the Sections on surveillance violate
privacy. The law thus threatens the right of indigenous peoples and
Moros to self-determine, given the government’s history and recent
acts of discrimination and red-tagging of petitioners and the groups
they belong to or advocate on behalf of.

Members
of
indigenous
rights
groups, personally
redtagged by the
gov’t under the HSA

Representative of the
Moro-Christian
Peoples
Alliance,
outspoken critic of
Duterte

Abdul Hamidullah Atar

Sultan of Marawi,
testified at an Int’l
Tribune on Human
Rights Violations in
Marawi

Nora P. Sukal

Lumad
leaders

Jumoring
Guaynon

community

Bandilan

Lorena Bay-ao
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Jeany Rose L. Hayahay
Drieza A. Lininding

Teresa De La Cruz

Chairperson of Moro
Consensus Group,
criticizes
government actions
in Marawi
Aeta leader and
government critic

Francisca Tolentino

National
Coordinator of a
network
of
indigenous women’s
rights organizations

Chad Errol Booc

Volunteer
teacher,
he and his school
were red-tagged

Samira Gutoc

Muslim
woman
activist, chairperson
of AkoBakwit, an
NGO
helping
displaced persons,
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helped draft the
Bangsamoro
Basic
Law, ran under the
Liberal Party with
Otso Diretso
Judith
Pasimio

Pamela

A.

National coordinator
of a women’s rights
group, activist

25. G.R. No. 252905
Petitioners, asserting injury to their public rights as citizens, allege
Center for International that most of the penal provisions of the ATA transgress fundamental Lawyers and human
Law, Inc. represented by rights, including the right to freedom of speech, the right to rights defenders
Joel R. Butuyan
assemble, and the right to freedom of association. In particular,
terrorism in the ATA includes intent and preparatory acts such as
mere speech and symbolic speech. Other provisions directly target
Roger R. Rayel
speech or even agreeing to speech. This violates due process as there
is inadequate notice of what is prohibited, as well as lack of
Gilbert T. Andres
standards, allowing for unlimited discretion of law enforcement.
Crispin
Jandusay

Francis

Kimberly
Lorenzo

Anne

M.
Other provisions violate the right against unreasonable searches and
seizures, the right to privacy, and the right to privacy of
M. communication. Some of these provisions also transgress the due
process clause and the Constitutional principle of separation of
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Gelie Erika P. Esteban
Elreen
Joy
Guzman

O.

powers. The power to surveil, the power to freeze assets, and the
power to order arrests without warrant both deny the targets due
process and constitute unreasonable searches and seizures. Congress
De has arrogated judicial prerogatives power to itself and to the ATC,
violating separation of powers.

Nicolene S. Arcaina
Shawn
Dustin
Coscoluella

B.

Foundation For Media
Alternatives,
Inc.,
Represented
By
Its
Executive Director, Liza
Garcia

Assists communities
in
the
use
of
information
technology
for
democratization and
empowerment

Democracy.Net.Ph, Inc.,
Represented
By
Its
Trustee, Carlos Adrian
A. Nazareno

Information
and
communications
technology
rights,
governance,
and
development
advocate

Vera

Non-profit
media
organization taking

Files,

Inc.,
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Represented By Ellen T.
Tordesillas

deeper looks into
Philippines issues,
represented by a
veteran
political
journalist
and
blogger

Meeko Angela R. Camba

Vera Files journalists

Anthony L. Cuaycong
Reiven C. Pascasio
Merinette A. Retona
Rosalia C. Revaldo
Elijah J. Roderos
Celine Isabelle B. Samson
Ivel John M. Santos
Estrelita C. Valderama
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Ma. Soledad DeriquitoMawis
Carlo L. Cruz
Marilyn
Domingo

P.

Senen Agustin
Santos

Cacho-

S.

Lawyers
and
educators
whose
academic
freedom
and
freedom
of
expression
are
threatened by the
ATA

De

Marla A. Barcenilla
Romel Regalado Bagares
Juan Carlos T. Cuna
John Paul Alzate Dela
Pasion
Antonio Gabriel M. La
Viña
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Efenita
Taqueban

May

M.

Ryan Jay I. Roset
Jameela Joy M. Reyes
26. G.R. No. 252916
Petitioners Muslims and advocates, some of whom were tagged and
charged as terrorists, challenge the ATA as an undue delegation of
legislative power, as the powers granted to the ATC are inherently
judicial, particularly the power to designate and issue freeze and
Jimmy P. Bla
arrest orders. Such powers thus become unreasonable searches and
seizures and transgressions of due process, as the probable cause
Nazr S. Dilangalen
standard is diminished and the Constitutional limit on detention
without warrant is extended by the ATA. This also violates the
Philippine Alliance Of government’s treaty obligations with to Universal Declaration of
Human
Rights Human Rights and International Convention on Civil and Political
Advocates represented Rights to subject no one to arbitrary arrest and detention. Finally, the
by Rosemarie R. Trajano law also violates the right to bail and the protection against ex post
facto laws.
Main T. Mohammad

Detained
and
charged
without
evidence as Abu
Sayyaf Members

Alliance of different
advocacy
groups
committed in human
rights
education,
documenting human
rights
violations,
providing services to
victims of violations,
and engaging with
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the Government
Rupert Axel M. Cruz
Maria Patricia CervantesPoco

Lawyers
who
provide free services
to the poor and
marginalized

Leo Angelo R. Añonuevo
Takahiro Kenjie C. Aman
Muhammad Muktadir A.
Estrella

Lawyer
who
provides services to
the
poor
and
marginalized,
particularly Moros

27. G.R. No. 252921
Petitioners youth leaders and social media activists, one of whom
Lemuel Gio Fernandez was arrested in the “Cebu 8” incident, and some of whom, as
Cayabyab
Sanggunian ng Kabataan (“SK”) members, are mandated by the ATA
to assist the ATC in implementing the ATA, challenge the ATA for
infringing fundamental rights such as speech and due process, and

SK Chairperson,
Carlos
City,
Officer
of
Federation of
Carlos

San
PR
SK
San
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posing a credible threat to activists, advocates, and dissenters. First,
the vague penal provisions of the law violate due process as they do
not provide for specific overt acts, allowing them to sweep up speech
in their implementation. They allege that the vague definitions
impact the entirety of the ATA. Next, the provisions are also
overbroad and chill free speech and expression. Further, other
Nestie Bryal Cosipag provisions in the ATA violate due process, the requirements of
warrants, and the presumption of innocence by allowing the ATC to
Villaviray
conduct surveillance without notice, to authorize arrests without
warrant or probable cause, and to freeze assets without remedy.
Franchesca Il Camonias
Finally, the extended period of detention violates the privilege of the
Persia
writ of habeas corpus provided by the Constitution.
Joahanna Manta Veloso

SK Councilor, Cebu
City, Assoc. VP of
the Nat’l Union of
Students of the PH
SK Councilor, QC

SK
Councilor,
Taytay, Rizal

Jelly Bean Airan Sanguir
Santiago

SK
Councilor,
Meycauayan City

Patricia
Torres

SK
Chairperson,
Pasig City

Mae

Angeles

James Paul T. Joyner

SK
Chairperson,
Pasig City

Paulo D. Tumlos

SK
Chairperson,
Pasig City

Alexis Rafael M. Torres

SK

Chairperson,
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Pasig City
Lovelyn Q. Losaria

SK
Chairperson,
Lambunao, Iloilo

Niel Joshua J. Raymundo

SK
Municipality
Federation President

Irish E. Tagle

Chairperson of Local
Youth Development
Council Governance
Committee,
Pasig
City

Martin Louise S. Tungol

Representative
Alyansa (Pasig)

of

Ram Alan Cruz

Member, Board of
Directors of Kilos
Pasig

Eleazar Salonga

Member, Board of
Directors of Kilos
Pasig
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Margarita
Salandanan

Salonga

Member, Board of
Directors of Kilos
Pasig

Robert
Robas

Ocampo

Member, Board of
Directors of Kilos
Pasig

John

Edison Lati

Member, Board of
Directors of Kilos
Pasig

Maria Anthea Baluta

Member, Board of
Directors of Kilos
Pasig

Adrian Somido

Member, Board of
Directors of Kilos
Pasig

Julian F. Oliva Jr.

NUPL Lawyer

Edwin S. Dela Cruz
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Maria Sol G. Taule
Karl John A. Baquiran
Blen Pol G. Panahon
28. G.R. No. 252984
Association of Major
Religious Superiors in
the
Philippines
represented by Fr. Cielito
R. Almanzan, Sr. Marilyn
A. Java, Fr. Angelito A.
Cortez, Sr. Crisvie T.
Montecillo
Rafael
Vicente
Calinisan

R.

Petitioner religious association challenges the ATA on the grounds
that it infringes the religious expression of the church, particularly in
its implementation of its preferential option for the poor. Under the
ATA, Petitioner alleges that it and other religious groups for the poor
will be designated and redtagged for their advocacy. Petitioner
likewise alleges that the ATA authorizes the degrading of the
requirement of probable cause to mere suspicion, which, in tandem
with the ATC’s granted authority to designate,
violates the
Constitutional right against unreasonable arrests.

Religious
(Organization
of
major superiors of
religious institutes
and
societies
of
apostolic life).

Lawyers and active
members
of
the
Catholic laity

Noel R. Del Prado
Adrian N. Vivas
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Jay Cesar I. Beron
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ANNEX “C”
Case Name
Ocampo v. Enriquez

Docket No.
G.R. Nos. 225973
November 08, 2016

Subject Matter
&

225973, Memorandum and Directive to bury former President
Marcos in the Libingan ng mga Bayani
Sections 2, 11, 13, 23, 26, 27 and 28 of Article II,
Section 1 of Article III, Section 17 of Article VII,
Section 1 of Article XI, Section 3(2) of Article XIV, and
Section 26 of Article XVIII of the 1987 Constitution
(Marcos burial)

Lagman v. Medialdea

G.R. Nos. 243522, 243677, 243745 & Section 18 of Article VII of the Constitution;
243797, July 04, 2017
Proclamation No. 216 s. 2017; Congress Joint
Resolution
No.
4
(extension of martial law)

De Lima v. Guerrero

G.R. No. 229781, October 10, 2017

Lagman v. Pimentel

G.R. No. 235935; G.R. No. 236061; Section 18 of Article VII of the Constitution;
G.R. No. 236145; G.R. No. 236155 Proclamation No. 216 s. 2017; Congress Joint
February 06, 2018
Resolution
No.
4
(extension of martial law)

The Order dated February 23, 2017 finding probable
cause for the issuance of warrant of arrest against De
Lima; the Warrant of Arrest against De Lima also
dated February 23, 2017; the Order dated February
24, 2017 committing the her to the custody of the PNP
Custodial Center; the supposed omission of Guerrero
to act on petitioner's Motion to Quash

Republic v. Sereno

G.R. No. 237428 May 11, 2018 & Section 5, Article VIII of the Constitution; Rule 66 of
June 19, 2018 (Resolution)
the Rules of Court; Section 2, Article XI of the
Constitution; Section 7, Article VIII of the
Constitution; Canon 2 of the New Code of Judicial
Conduct; Section 17, Article XI of the Constitution;
Sections 8 and 11 of R.A. No. 6713; Rule 5.02 & 5.08
The
Code
of
Judicial
Conduct
(Sereno quo warranto)

Macad v. People

G.R. No. 227366, August 01, 2018

Probable cause and chain of custody rule

Zabal v. Duterte

G.R. No. 238467, February 12, 2019

Constitutionality of
(Boracay closure)

Proclamation

475,

s.

2018

Falcis III v. Civil Registrar- G.R. No. 217910, September 03, Constitutionality of the portions of Article 1 and 2 of
General (EB)
2019
the Family Code of the Philippines that define
marriage as between a man and a woman, and
whether said articles violate the equal protection and
due process provisions of the Constitution, (both in
Article III, Section 1), and religious freedom (Article
III, Section 5) of the petitioner.
Abogado v. DENR

G.R. No. 246209, September 03, Writ of kalikasan and continuing mandamus over the
2019
West Philippine Sea

